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CRITIC OF THE SERIES:
BAND OF BROTHERS

WHY  I

RECOMMEND  I T  ?

I recommend it because

this series is not very

known in France  while she

is extraordinary good !  The

scenes are so realistic that

you must avoid looking at

it if you are too sensitive .

But it 's worth it !

 

 

If you like watching series

like me you can 't miss it !

This is why I highly

recommend this series

because I know that you

can 't be disappointed .

Y V O N  T H O M A S  -  J E A N N E  D ' A R C  G O U R I N

WHY  I 'VE  CHOOSEN  TH IS

SER IES  ?

Band of Brothers is a 2001 American war drama miniseries based on

historian Stephen E. Ambrose's 1992 non-fiction book of the same

name. The executive producers were Steven Spielberg and Tom

Hanks, who also collaborated on the 1998 World War II film Saving

Private Ryan and the 2010 World War II miniseries The Pacific..The

episodes first started airing on HBO September 9, 2001. The series

won Emmy and Golden Globe awards in 2001 for best miniseries.

 

The series dramatizes the history of  "Easy" Company, 2nd

Battalion,  506th Parachute Infantry Regiment, of the  101st Airborne

Division, from jump training in the United States through its

participation in major actions in Europe, up until Japan's capitulation

and the end of World War II. The events are based on Ambrose's

research and recorded interviews with Easy Company veterans

 

I've choosen this series because it's one of my favorite series. First,

without any doubt I can say that this is the best war reconstitution

series in the world ! Inspired by true events and created by the famous

Spielberg and Tom Hanks   this is one of a kind. We can hear the real

veterans speaking their own experience during the war and the

scenes made by Spielberg to show precisely what happened in

reality.  Shot like if we are in the cruel reality of the war we can feel

compassion for the characters. All the scenes from this movie are

always more realistics, the soundtracks are also amazing. This is why

we can say that Band of Brothers is a masterpiece !

 


